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Private & Confidential

Disclaimer

The details contained in this presentation are limited in nature, solely for the attention of affected persons of Evraz Highveld Steel and Vanadium Limited (“Highveld”
or “the Company”) and do not purport to contain all of the information relating to the various headings set out in this presentation.
Save where expressly otherwise stated, the joint Business Rescue Practitioners (“BRPs”) have assumed and relied upon the accuracy and completeness of all
information on which this presentation is based and have also assumed that any financial information reproduced herein and/or provided by their sources is
complete, accurate, not misleading and based on reasonable assumptions. However, neither the BRPs nor any other person is making any warranty or

representation, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained herein, or as to the reasonableness of the assumptions on which
any of the same is based.
This presentation also contains forward-looking information and statements. These may include financial projections and estimates and their underlying
assumptions, statements regarding plans, objectives and expectations with respect to future operations and statements regarding future realisations. Such
information is and statements are subject to various risks and uncertainties, many of which are difficult to predict, that could cause actual results and developments to
differ materially from those expressed in, or implied or projected by, the forward-looking information or statements.
The figures used in this presentation are estimates only and are subject to change. Affected persons are referred to the risks detailed in this presentation and the
business rescue plan indicating the various factors which could potentially affect the figures set out in this presentation.
Save to the extent expressly confirmed in writing by the BRPs, this presentation should not be relied upon as financial and legal advice recommending any particular
course of action. Furthermore, this presentation shall not be considered as legal, tax, accounting or similar specialist advice by the BRPs or any other person.
Further, notwithstanding any other term of this disclaimer and to the maximum extent permissible under applicable law, each of the BRPs and their advisors
expressly disclaim any and all liability for the contents of, or for omissions from, this document or any written or oral communication transmitted or made to any
person in connection with this presentation.
In furnishing this presentation, the BRPs do not undertake any obligation to provide access to any additional information or to update this presentation or any
additional information or to correct any inaccuracies in any such information which may become apparent. The views expressed herein are subject to change. The
business and financial position is subject to change which may not be reflected herein. This presentation should only be construed in light of the presentation to
which it relates.
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Business Rescue

Business Rescue
UPDATE ON BUSINESS RESCUE

Since the commencement of business rescue, the following steps were taken:
• Successfully decommissioned the entire steel making and vanadium operations in a controlled environment to preserve assets for
future start-up.
• Reconfigured to function as an Industrial Business Park, accommodating 51 tenants, employing more than 1200 employees and
conducting business with approximately 300 suppliers since its re-launch.
• Ring fenced the strategic assets, which can be operated or sold as free-standing operational units.
• Structural mill was restarted through a Contract Manufacturing Agreement with ArcelorMittal, to toll manufacture steel sections and
rail products.
• Number of additional income generating opportunities identified and executed allowing the business rescue team to pay creditors in
terms of the payment waterfall.
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Overview

Highveld Industrial Park
SNAPSHOT

Asset Rentals

Commodity Handling

Sustainable
Business

Utility Supply

Gas Supply

Highveld Industrial Park
SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS

Asset Rental
• Highveld Industrial Park currently accommodates 51 industrial tenants creating new employment positions for 1,207
people.
• Over 8,000 sqm of prime industrial office / workshop space available for rental.
• Various strategic assets identified for restart under lease or toll arrangement.
• Structural Mill restarted under Contract Manufacturing Agreement with ArcelorMittal.
• The Highveld site has large portions of agricultural and industrial land. Plan being developed for optimal utilisation of
available land.
Commodity Handling
• Highveld’s rail infrastructure includes more than 45km of rail lines which include rail wagon off loading and loading
equipment. Strategically linked to Richards Bay as well as Maputo ports.
• Rail off loading facilities equivalent to 8000tpd of capacity.
• Highveld’s private rail siding has been developed as an export terminal for coal, with a road to rail strategy. At present,
approximately 450 road trucks enter the Highveld premises daily.
• Since the re-opening of the Highveld private siding in December 2016, more than 3.2m tonnes of coal have been
moved onto the Highveld site for export purposes.
• Highveld’s site is well situated as storage and distribution centre of amongst others Waterberg coal used in
surrounding power stations.
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Highveld Industrial Park
SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS

Utility Supply
• The park boast electrical infrastructure to support a 350MVA power supply, directly from ESKOM of which approximately
60MVA has been assigned to current users.
• Water supply of up to 20ML per day is available from the largest municipal dam in South Africa – the Witbank dam. On
site water purification facilities supply potable water.
• Piped oxygen from 2 Oxygen Plants (940tpd – Afrox, 500tpd - Air Liquid) is available on site. Both plants currently idling
and off take of ca. 800tpd is available.
• The Industrial park furthermore supplies the tenants with the following services:
• Security, Information Technology systems, Training facilities.
• Metallurgical and Analytical Laboratory services.

• Health Clinics and canteens.
Natural Gas Supply
• The industrial park has a significant annual allocation of natural gas from SASOL.
• NOVO Energy in 2019 opened a R130m large-scale natural gas compression facility at the Industrial park which will
ultimately bottle and transport compressed gas to end users.
• On site distribution network also in place to distribute gas to various users on site (rotary kilns – Ironmaking, reheat
furnaces – Structural Mill, Plate Mill).
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Industrial Park
RENEWED ECONOMIC ACTIVITY
Tenants on site at Highveld Industrial Park
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Vacant Site Locations
FUTURE EXPANSION

• 300 hectares of prime areas identified for future development as part of the Highveld Industrial Park Precinct plant.
• We appointed property development consultants to assist in developing plans for human settlements, schools, clinics
and hospitals and shopping centres for the benefit of the surrounding community.
• Design phase of project is expected to conclude in June 2020.
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Structural Mill

Acquisition of the Structural Mill

AMSA Transaction Rationale
• Unique asset capable of producing heavy section structural steel for infrastructural development, and, with further
investment, mainline rails
• The localisation of mainline rails will support jobs, strengthen industrial capability and
• Enable export opportunities, while allowing for the transfer of specialised intellectual property and skills associated with
rail production
Key Commercial Terms
• Payment of R150m on the effective date.
• Second payment of R150m conditional on:
• Concluding a commercial arrangement for the long-term supply of sizable mainline rail volumes, and
• Funding for this payment secured from the IDC, with a long stop date of 31 December 2023; or
• The business achieves profitability targets.
• The key conditions precedent are mainly customary and regulatory in nature.
• Tolling Agreement has been extended to the earliest of the effective date or 12 months from 1 July 2019.
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Creditors

Claims

Post-Commencement Claims

Commencement Date

Paid to Date

Balance Outstanding

R' millions

Employees (Retrenchment Costs)
PCF Provider
Total Post-Commencement Creditors

329
150
479

217
25
242

112
125
237

Pre-Commencement Claims

# of Claims

Value of Claims

Accepted Claim Value

R' millions

Claims Accepted
Claims Rejected
Claims in Dispute
Total Claims

528
16
1
545

1558
342
689
2589

1469
0
0
1469
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Payment Waterfall

•

As per section 135 of the Companies Act and paragraph 28 of the Plan, creditors are to be paid in the following order of
priority:
•

Business Rescue Costs, including but not limited to:
•

Legal costs, the costs of the Advisors and other costs associated with the business rescue and other professional
fees;

•

Holding costs; and

•

Post-commencement creditors.

•

Employees.

•

Secured PCF Creditors.

•

Unsecured PCF Creditors.

•

Concurrent Creditors.
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Conclusion

Conclusion

General
•

Wind-down is proceeding according to plan.

•

Functional specifications / Prospectuses are available on the Highveld Website (www.evrazhighveld.co.za). Please send
details of any interested parties in any of the assets to BRP’s at evrazhighveld@matusonassociates.co.za.

•

Schedule of non-strategic assets updated daily.

Offers currently under DD or exclusivity:
•

Iron Plant 2

•

Plate Mill

Offers currently being evaluated for:
•

Sale of balance of Titanium containing slag.

•

Sale or lease of Iron Plant 1 and Kilns.

•

Various leases in Industrial Park.
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